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Durga Puja Greetings`yM©vc~Rvi ï‡f”Qv m
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October 28, 2023, Saturday

7:00-9:00 am Bodhon and Maha Shasthi puja

7:30 am Chandipath

9:00-12:00 pm Maha Saptami puja, pushpanjali 

& arati

12:15-1:15 pm Havan

12:15 pm Prasad distribution

9:00 pm Evening Arati

October 29, 2023, Sunday

6:30 am-9:30 am Mahaastami puja and arati

9:30-10:00 am Pushpanjali

10:00-11:00 am Sondhipuja

11:00-12:30 pm Maha Nabami puja

11:00-12:00 pm Individual puja offerings

12:30-1:00 pm Arati and Bhajans

12:30 pm Prasad distribution

1:00-2:00 pm Maha Dashami puja

1:30-2:45 pm Maha Lakshmi puja

4:30 pm Dhunuchi dance, Thakur Baran & sindur khela

Durga Puja Schedule`yM©vc~Rvi wbN©È

November 11, 2023, Saturday

Bijoya Celebration with delicious dinner and music band “Posto Pasta Public” at St. Thomas  

Lutheran Church, 17007 Q Street, Omaha NE 68135

m

Other Schedule

12.30 pm Lunch Distribution

6.30 – 8.30 pm Cultural Event

9:15 pm Dinner Distribution

Other Schedule

12.45 pm Lunch Distribution



Kvh ©̈wbe©vnx cwil` Executive Committee2023

কর্মাধ্যক্ষ
চ্যাটার্মী

ককাষাধ্যক্ষ পুর্া-বিষয়ক কর্মাধ্যক্ষ খাদ্য-বিষয়ক কর্মাধ্যক্ষ
কপৌ র্ী

President Secretary Cultural Chair

Katha Ray Nivedita Patra Nandita Chatterjee

Treasurer Puja Chair Food Chair

Payel Paul Punam Sutradhar Poulami Guha Amin

Visit us online at:  www.bsneb.org

:  contact@bsneb.org

:  Bengali Samiti of Nebraska

http://www.bsneb.org/
mailto:contact@bsneb.org
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From the President…

 ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,
As we joyfully mark the 17th anniversary of our Durga Puja celebration this year, I 

am overwhelmed with gratitude. It's a testament to the unwavering support and 

tireless dedication of our cherished BSN family that we've reached this 

remarkable milestone.

In the heart of Nebraska, we proudly host the only Durga Puja celebration, a 

responsibility we hold dear. With great enthusiasm and a touch of magic, we 

embark on this journey to ensure that every moment of this occasion is a vivid 

tapestry of joy and delight for each one of you.

Here's to the memories we'll create, the traditions we'll cherish, and the bonds 

we'll strengthen during this auspicious festival. Together, let us make this year's 

Durga Puja a resplendent chapter in the book of our lives, one filled with laughter, 

togetherness, and the blessings of the goddess herself.
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A heartfelt expression of gratitude is owed to the pillars of our EC committee, the 

dedicated volunteers, and our generous donors – all indispensable contributors 

to this pivotal event. This Puja is a testament to our collective spirit, and we must 

forge ahead as a stronger, more cohesive committee, setting our sights on even 

grander celebrations in the future. It is my fervent wish to witness the emergence 

of young, vibrant members from the Bengali community stepping into our fold.

Our overarching principle is one of togetherness and unity, the very essence of 

our endeavor. While you may discern imperfections in our arrangements, please 

understand that feedback is invaluable to us. It is through these candid 

assessments that we evolve, learning from our missteps to become more 

proficient for the future.

In this tapestry of community, let us weave a stronger, more vibrant pattern, each 

thread contributing to a future of grandeur and unity. Together, we shall continue 

to rise, for the true beauty of our journey lies not only in our achievements but in 

our unwavering commitment to growth and togetherness.

So let us come together, the BSN members to celebrate Durga Puja with joy and 

fervor. Let us dance to the rhythm of the dhak, sing along to the melodious 

bhajans, and savor the delicious delicacies that grace our tables. Let us celebrate 

the spirit of Durga, the spirit of good, and the spirit of unity.

May the goddess Durga bless us all with her divine grace and protection.

(Katha Ray)



(Nandita Chatterjee) 

From the Cultural Chair…
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           here are many interesting small towns in America. Just a quick google/wiki search can tell you about 

them. During the ravages of the Covid-19 epidemic, it was difficult to travel outside our country. So, instead, we 

decided to explore a few interesting small towns in our own state of Nebraska. I wrote about one such small 

town called Monowi– population of 1, earlier (2021). Here I will tell you about two more small towns. Yes, my 

fellow Nebraskans are an interesting lot. These places are fun to visit. If you have the time, be sure to check 

them out.

CARHENGE

Alliance is a mid-sized town in western Nebraska. Carhenge is located about three miles north from there amid 

ten acres of land surrounded by corn fields. Interstate -87 is the nearest highway. It is inspired by the "famous" 

Stonehenge in Great Britain for the entertainment of the rural Americans who could not travel far away. Jim 

Reinders, one of the locals of Alliance, built the replica of Stonehenge in 1987 in memory of his father. After 

nearly five years of effort, 39 old, obsolete cars were brought from Detroit and dug into the ground to create a 

formation similar to Stonehenge. A 1962 Cadillac, similar to the megalith of Stonehenge, was also added. All 

the cars were made in America and all were painted in a uniform gray color. Recently, some more cars have 

been painted in gold, white and green colors too.

 If you go to the real Stonehenge, you will have to buy a ticket to get in, but Carhenge is free. It is 

open every day for spectators, even in rain and snow. You can go close and touch the cars. Many automotive 

fans try to guess the name/make of the car or which year it was made. At first, people were very amused, but 

gradually the Carhenge became quite popular. Now the number of spectators has increased a lot. Just like in 

real Stonehenge, the total solar eclipse in 2017 was also celebrated in Carhenge with much fanfare. A new 

visitor center has been set up. You can get warm coffee with pictures of old cars for souvenirs.

 

TALE OF TWO CITIES

by Chhanda Bewtra

T
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These figures are depicted on a map you can get 

free in any gas station, here you can mark where 

each statue is located and find as many as you 

can. It's like a treasure hunt, I only tried a few in 

the center street.

When I arrived in the city, the first thing I saw were 

two employees Ralph and Hank filling up their car 

in the gas station. Quite a friendly couple. Soon, I 

started noticing others around me. We saw the 

kids playing in the park across the street, we took 

a few pictures with Sheriff George and said hello to 

the young mother pushing her baby in the 

carriage.

 Hopefully, the residents of Taylor are a little less 

lonely now.

(Translated from my Bengali article published in 

Parabaas,4/21. This is my first try translating by 

OpenAI. Needed heavy editing!)

Photos: Author

FEELING LONELY?

In the middle of our state is a small town named 

‘Taylor’, population of 190 (as of the 2010 Census). All 

towns have birth and death records. This town was 

founded in 1883 and is now in decline. The town has 

no special attractions to draw tourists, such as sandy 

beaches or snowy mountains. With waning numbers, 

people are sure to have a feeling of loneliness here. 

How can the population be increased? (No no, get 

your mind off the gutter!) A local artist, Mara Sanders, 

suggested decorating the streets of the town with life-

size plywood figures of people engaged in various 

activities. It would look like many people were walking 

and working around.

 According to the plan, over the past five years, 

nearly fifty full-size figures (known as ‘villagers’) were   

placed or erected in various poses. As intended, they 

are attracting a lot of tourists. Their costumes ranged 

from 1890 to 1920. This was the heyday of Taylor. 

Among  them are men, women, children, and even pet 

dogs.

At the main crossing, a postman stands in front of 

the post office, young boys and girls are playing 

hide and seek, a mother and child wander around 

the park, two friends talk in front of a petrol pump, 

etc. 

 Suddenly you may feel that life is really 

active. You won't find such a strange city anywhere 

else.
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(Mithun Chatterjee)

(Adrija Chatterjee)
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Rupamanjari Guha Amin, 10

    nce upon a time, there was a little girl named Ruby Ravine. Ruby was born in Omaha, Nebraska, and 

was pretty. She had two birthmarks and a red streak in her hair which her parents let her get. Her 

birthmarks were a serpent on her right hand and a ruby on her left hand. 

She also had a few secrets: 

1. She could talk to snakes.

2. She could make plants grow. 

3. She could talk to the plants.

4. That red streak in her hair, she developed when she went to Rhode Island at the age of nine. 

Ruby was also insecure. But that all changed in tenth grade when she met Liana and Iris. When together, 

the girls had a blast and made any place fun to be in! A few years later she graduated from Millard North 

High School with Liana and Iris by her side. The girls then all applied for the University of Nebraska at 

Omaha and got in! After they graduated from UNO and had their Grad party, Ruby, Iris, and Liana started 

looking for a place to live and got jobs at Walmart, the most popular store in the US! One day the girls got a 

text from the Serpent Brothers. The Serpent Brothers were the most fearsome people ever to step onto the 

MPS borders. 

"Meet us at 2:00 pm outside the Domino's by West Fitness on 17 June, two months from now - Ren and 

Kiran Serpent." When the girls got there, the boys were standing against the wall, looking impatient. "There 

you are! It's 2:15!" said an agitated Ren. "What took you so long?“ Kiran's voice was filled with irritation. 

"We were buying you presents!" The girls yelled. “Oh. Sorry, girls.” “Yeah, sorry girls.” The boys apologized. 

“What did you buy us?” asked Kiran. Ruby raised an eyebrow and Kiran blushed. “Sorry.” He nervously 

smiled and Ruby rolled her eyes. “Ren, since you like to write stories, we got you an everlasting pen. When 

you run out of ink, turn the bottom three times to the right and fill it up with more ink. Oh, a two-liter bottle of 

ink and a tiny funnel made for refilling everlasting pens are also included. Kiran, since you love drawing, we 

got you a drawing book with 1,000 pages and a painting book with 1,000 pages, not to

mention 100,000 Extra-large colored paint, each a different color. Pastel and normal colors with 200 

different size paintbrushes and 5,000 drawing and sketching pencils.” 

Ren and Kiran’s jaws fell to the ground. “How did you…????” “We’ve been saving up, doofus.” Iris spoke. 

“Now, why did you call us here?” Ren sighed. “Have you ever been to Serpent City?” “Yeah.” “Well, do you 

want to live there?” “What?!” “It’s not that bad in the palace!” Ren hurried to tell the girls. “OK,” said Ruby. 

“Wait, what?!” Iris and Lavender shouted asked. “Yeah. OK. I accept.” “Then so do I!” “And

me!” “Good. Come with me.” replied Ren. He took them to a GOLDEN FERARI!!!

“Nice ride, but we have a better one.” “Oh, do you?” “Yeah!” “Show me.” The girls took him to a shiny 

METALLIC GREY LAMBORGHINI! “Holy cow!” The girls smiled. They all decided that they would go to 

Serpent City with the girls’ Lamborghini and after they got there, the boys~ also known as Serpent 

Country’s princes~ would send two people to get their Ferrari. They also grabbed three extra-large pizzas 

from Domino’s. When they reached Serpent City Palace, Iris and Liana were asleep.

Ruby, however, was awake and was wowed by two things: 

1. The size of the Palace. 

2. Her red streak was glowing! 

O
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A few days later, the boys told Ruby that she could be a 

queen that they had found someone to be Ruby’s king, and 

that she didn’t have to marry him. But it wasn’t as nice as 

she thought it would be. Her king, Dev, controlled her more 

than her parents!! 

14

Thankfully, Kiran followed them and helped her to the throne room where they found Dev telling Ren that 

Ruby was missing and that he was going to go find her. “What!? You just slashed me, you demon!” Yelled 

Ruby. “You were supposed to die!” “Well, I didn’t!” “No matter now, the darkness is coming through your 

veins, and you losing blood! You’ll die anyway!” Dev laughed. “The serpent queen is the most powerful of 

three kids. Serpents and serpentines, plants and vines, come help me for this is a life and death situation.” 

So long story short, Ruby was the missing princess, and everyone she called came and destroyed Dev and 

Ruby survived and was a queen now. A real queen forever queen.

Illustration: Rashmik Guha Amin

But she didn’t care! She couldn’t wait to explore the areas of the palace the boys allowed her to. She gently 

woke up Iris and Liana so they could see the beautifully creepy palace that looked like Hogwarts School of 

Witchcraft and Wizardry.

“All right people, I’m going to show you to your rooms. After you’ve unpacked, you can travel around with 

ours and your cars, explore the palace, hang out with us, anything really. But don’t forget to ask if you can 

go somewhere and tell us where you’re going.” “Kay, Daddy Ren.” Replied Liana. “Oh, I forgot to tell you.

Don’t. Try. To. Cheek. Us.” “Sorry, Kiran.” Apologized Ruby while giving Liana a death glare. After unpacking, 

Liana went to explore Serpent City, Iris went on a hike, and Ruby hung out with Ren and Kiran. 

At dinner time, Iris and Liana told Ruby, Ren, and Kiran 

about their day and vice versa. After dinner, the Serpent 

brothers told the girls a story/legend. “Once upon 

a time, the Dark Queen had three kids. The kids were 

extremely special and powerful. Two boys and one girl. The 

most powerful one was the girl. The girl had two birthmarks, 

a serpent on her right hand and a ruby on her left hand and 

she would get a permanent red streak in her hair if she ever 

went to Rhode Island and if she comes to the Serpent 

palace it will glow just like Ruby’s red streak is glowing. The 

girl is also known as the Serpentine queen around here. As 

for the boys, they had the serpent mark on their right hands 

and their names were Ren and Kiran.” Finished Kiran with a 

wide grin on his face. “Wait a minute,” said Ruby “you guys 

are the boys, aren’t you?” “Yup!” replied Ren, also smiling. 

Thankfully, she had classes most of the time, so she didn’t have to see Dev’s annoying face most of the time. 

She learned that all Serpent people had powers. They could be simple ones, like being able to levitate things 

using their minds, or complex things, like time traveling. Ruby could levitate, time travel, and relocate whole 

rooms with people in them and her talking to snakes and talking to plants were also her powers. Soon, 

however, a war broke out between the countries Serpent and Alas Kina. Dev took Ruby out to a secluded 

corner of the palace and slashed her arm with a dark magic-infused knife, almost killing her. 
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(Nandita Chatterjee) 
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Dhriti Das, 15

Irene Dutta, 7

Niah Pal, 8

Prahi Sutradhar, 5
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Veidehi Sutradhar, 10

Rajnandini Pal, 13

18
Aditya Sinha Ray, 5

Ahana Sinha Ray, 8

Madhuki Roy



 (Subhajoy Sengupta)

KweZv

Haiku 
Niah Pal, 8

Cherry Blossom

Beautiful and pink

The blossoms bloom during spring

Pink and delicate

Dolphins

Dolphins are special

They are very smart creatures

They are also nice

Illustration: Niah Pal

19

SPC Wishes a very 
Happy Durga Puja 
to all of you.



m‡Ü bvgvi Av‡M
(Breeti Sarkar Das) 

{{{{{{{}}}}}}} 
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র্নুলর্ন্ট ভ্যা ী
(Arpita Chatterjee) 
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    fter dropping Ashu off at tennis camp, she sits in the back lot of her old high school for 

about five minutes, flipping between the three pop stations available before texting her 

parents.

A is at practice. I’m going to work. 

A familiar commercial jingle plays as she waits for the standard, Be safe, to come through 

before pulling out slowly. 

She takes her time while she drives, noticing the extra lane that’s been under construction for 

years has finally been finished. Her favorite thing to do when she was younger on road trips 

was to lay in the back seat and look up at the endless sky. At the red light now, she looks out 

her side window and sees the trees that used to line the street have thinned. The glass 

becomes hazy with heat as she stares for a second too long. 

Her car door slams as she walks towards the building’s large double doors. Every hometown 

has one of those big outlet movie theaters. A parking lot that could comfortably fit a car 

auction and small horse parade. The cushy reclining seats; the even bigger screen. 

She loves the cliche. Being a film student. In New York. Escaping the city to go home and 

work at the box office every summer. Joking with her best friend on her break while he refills 

the buttery popcorn and cleans the remnants of sticky slurpees at the concession stand. The 

hours pass by, with her reading scripts in between ticket orders. 

Byeeee Bidi! 

Eat rocks, Mason!

Her keys jangle against the side of her jean shorts as she walks back to the car. It’s midday 

now, and the sun has managed to infiltrate past the windshield shade. Her dad’s classical 

sitar CD blares momentarily as she turns on the AC, before swiftly switching it back to the 

radio. 

A

Anuska Dhar
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Eggplant

Tomato

Onion

She thumbs up the message and drives to Tulsi’s. This lot is much smaller. A strip meant to 

be shared with the salon next door (where all the aunties get their eyebrows threaded), the 

karate studio, and a 24 hour laundromat.

Dutifully, she grabs a basket and collects the 26 items on the list one by one, pausing by 

the drink fridge to grab a mango Frooti for herself and the lychee equivalent for her brother. 

And then the moment she’s been waiting for all day: the DVD wall. 

Innocuously tucked in the back of the grocery store, are rows and rows of shelves lined 

with flimsy plastic boxes. Organized by language (she’ll need subtitles for all of them), and 

then genre (thrillers are her favorite). A TV plays an old black and white while Bidi browses. 

A woman runs through a field as a man serenades her.

A paper sign with lamination peeling off the corners reads, Rent: $1. Buy: $2. Anywhere 

else, this financial system would not make sense, but nothing has changed in this store 

since she was a child. Outside, the humidity wafts in again as the door jingles and another 

customer walks in.

Are you on your way home?

She closes her eyes, letting her fingers linger back and forth across the top of the cases, 

and pauses to flick one off the shelf at random. Another action movie. 

Back where she began her day, Ashu clambers into the passenger seat panting and she 

tosses him the lychee drink.

p p p

Fuchsia
Chitrita Roy

Your beautiful color  

with no visible wavelength 

Admiring you with my brain 

A trick of the eye V
V

V
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A Memorable Journey Through African Countries

Chitrita Roy

t is hard to imagine how a Continent can connect one to the environment so profoundly 

that it makes you wonder about your existence. Africa with its enormous diversity, from the 

golden plains of the Serengeti with flat topped acacia trees, pristine waterways of the 

Okavango delta, thundering Victoria falls- planet’s largest curtain of water, beautiful 

beaches and healthy creatures leading their own way of life in the wilderness… truly left us 

in awe.

We had planned for this trip to South Africa and multiple other East African countries this summer. With too 

much unknown, we started first with the map of Africa and started learning about the best places to 

experience wildlife. We could only experience some countries in our 16-day trip. 

The thrill of an African safari, marveling at incredible wildlife in South Africa, Zimbabwe, Botswana, Zambia, 

Tanzania and Kenya…filled our planning days with lots of excitement!

We found selected Safari tour companies in different east African countries which were legit and experienced 

to provide us the best experience possible. We also had to make some hotel reservations ourselves. We got 

all required visas at least 2-3 months before travel. We made sure that our passports were valid for at least 6 

more months and there were at least 6 empty pages inside them. We satisfied all vaccine requirements at 

least 2 months before travel and took prophylactic medications.

I

On the afternoon of 21st August 2023, we boarded the flight from Omaha, changing flights at Dallas, 

Heathrow and finally reached Johannesburg around 7AM on 23rd of August. It was too early to check in 

so we freshened up and waited in the lobby of The African Pride Melrose place hotel (Melrose Place is 

one of the safest and fine neighborhoods with good choice of restaurants nearby) for our personal driver 

and guide Mr. Shane Goldie. We were delighted to know him, a very humble person, 3rd generation Irish 

African, who does adventure tourism in South Africa and adjacent countries. We saw the historic 

Apartheid Museum, visited Soweto area and saw Nelson Mandela’s and Archbishop Desmond Tutu’s 

house followed by the Constitution Hill and adjacent jail where at one time two great leaders- Mahatma 

Gandhi and Nelson Mandela were jailed.  Most of the time was spent at the Apartheid Museum. In the 

afternoon we sat down at a Nando’s restaurant and had sandwich and fries while sharing each other’s life 

stories. We returned to the hotel around 2 pm, checked in and rested. We had dinner at the Istanbul Grill 

just across from our hotel. The food and ambiance were outstanding. There was chill in the air but patio 

heaters offered the warmth.
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On 24th August, we took a day’s worth of clothing and left for the Kruger National Park (KNP) a 5hour drive 

from Johannesburg.

At 7 am our Driver Ben transported us to the Umbhava Lodge- just outside KNP. The trip was very scenic. 

There were mountain ranges and lots of greenery. On our way we saw mango, banana and avocado 

orchards. After checking in at the lodge, our Safari driver met with us at the lodge and took us to the KNP for 

an evening safari. On the very first safari venture we saw all the Big 5 creatures we were supposed to see -

leopards, lions, elephants, rhinos and buffalos. We experienced multiple road crossings of Zebras and 

Giraffes and had many close encounters with elephants. We also saw Greater Kudu, Sable, Nyala, Bush 

buck and even the endangered African wild dogs!  KNP was a great place to start our safari experience as 

the roads were paved, thereby less bumpy and dusty.  Safari cars are mostly 4-wheel drive, off road vehicle 

with an open top roof. Riders stay inside the cars mostly. Exit from the car is allowed during bathroom 

breaks near national park entrances and in certain safe view point areas. Early morning and evening safaris 

are best for wildlife viewing. The car and the driver/guide are most important thing in a Safari experience as 

we learned later.  We returned to our lodge at night and had dinner and rested. 

On 25th August, early 

morning at 5:30 AM we 

left for an early 

morning safari with our 

packed breakfast from 

the lodge. After seeing 

more creatures 
including several close encounters with elephants, hyenas and leopards, we returned to the lodge. We were 

surprised to see Ben as our driver again to take us back to Johannesburg (Jo berg). He had made another 

round trip from Jo berg just for us. On our way back we bought some fresh oranges and bananas from road 

side sellers and enjoyed while discussing various topics. We were delighted to learn a lot of general life 

lessons from him. After resting in the hotel, we went to the very famous “Marble restaurant” where we 

ordered a mixed meat platter for dinner. The ambiance was great and the place was just bustling with 

people.

On 26th August around 11:30 AM we took a 

short flight to Victoria Falls Zimbabwe. 

Here we got a double entry visa at the airport 

to cover our trip to Botswana (Zimbabwe has 

visa on arrival only). We stayed in the area 

for the next 3 days. After checking in at the 

VF Rainbow hotel, we took a Zambezi River

Sunset cruise. Here we saw an elephant crossing the Zambezi River going from Zimbabwe to Zambia and 

realized that borders and visas are for humans only! There were multiple hippos along the banks, bobbing 

their heads intermittently. The ambience of the river, the creatures around, the cool breeze swaying against 

our bodies the view of the sunset with its reflection on the river was amazing. The team members of the 

cruise sang a welcome song swaying their bodies and clapping their hands. Wine, cocktails and finger foods 

were served on board. We returned to the hotel at night, had dinner and rested overnight.

On 27th of August we left early morning for Botswana heading towards the Chobe national park. At the
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border apart from 

stamping our passports 

we had to walk through 

some sort of disinfectant 

liquid. Chobe has the 

largest Elephant

population and is a spectacular destination for bird watchers. The Chobe River gives lives to many creatures 

including birds, reptiles, hippos and elephants. We watched many elephant herds frolicking in the banks of 

the Chobe River. Baby elephants tumbling in small puddles of muddy water was hilarious to watch. Variety 

of birds and plenty of large crocodiles sunbathing in the banks was awe inspiring. Here we met a couple 

from Texas celebrating their 25th marriage anniversary, a Londoner and a retired physician from the 

Netherlands. We shared our vacation stories and had fun knowing about each other. We reached our hotel 

late at night for rest. We had a large and late lunch so we both skipped dinner that night.

On 28th of August we went for an early morning sunrise tour of the Victoria Falls. Our guide took us along 

the trails to see the awe-inspiring falls from special vantage points. He also discussed about the flora and 

fauna of the area and at the end took us to see the large Baobab tree and the VF bridge. We bought some 

wooden carved animals from nearby vendors and stopped at the famous lookout cafe to have some

feeding experience. Thousands of vultures already gathered in the grounds and surrounding trees, waiting 

calmly for their turn till the food – mostly left over meats from the lodge kitchen were served. Cacophonous 

sounds from their eating, fighting and flying, filled the surroundings. Some of them so full and satisfied that 

they were sitting on their belly and resting while couple of Marabou Storks (the undertaker bird) were busy 

stealing from the inattentive vultures. Then we headed for the Reptile experience. We had never seen so 

many crocodiles and rare snakes from all over the world all in one place.

breakfast-we were starving after the 

long walk. The view of the gorge 

was excellent and it was chilly. The 

waiter gave us some warm blankets 

to enjoy the ambiance. After this we 

headed to the Victoria Falls safari 
lodge for an unforgettable vulture

On 29th of August we left early morning by car to reach Livingstone, Zambia. The Victoria falls can be 

experienced from both sides but we thought that the approach from Zimbabwe was better. We got our 

passports stamped and took a short flight to Lusaka Zambia. Our next flight took us from Lusaka to Dar Es 

Salaam, Tanzania (DAR). We could get a glimpse of the Indian Ocean from above. After disembarking 

everyone lined up for temperature checks and vaccine review for yellow fever (we had waivers). We had our 

passports stamped and our hotel driver took us to the Hotel Blue Sapphire, close to the airport. Mr. Naswibu 

(patient’s uncle/local businessman) was gracious enough to take us around the city a bit. It was dark already 

and there were construction going on everywhere. The streets looked like one of the busy streets of Kolkata. 

He took us near the port. It was dazzling with lights. We bought some cookies and chips from a local grocery 

store and returned to our hotel to have dinner in an Indian restaurant attached to the hotel. We had really 

good Indian food after a while.

On 30th August, instead of a flight to Arusha (starting point for all Tanzania Safaris) we were diverted to
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Kilimanjaro (JRO). Abbu’s Safari waited at JRO for us. This added 1 hour of additional road travel for us. 

We overslept in DAR and almost missed this flight. The counter was empty. An airline person suddenly 

came and notified that the flight was delayed and was still sitting in the tarmac. She checked our bags and 

we walked fast and boarded the plane. The flight stopped at Zanzibar for 10 minutes before reaching JRO at 

8:20 AM. We met with Ruben our Safari driver outside the airport for the one-hour road trip to Arusha. On 

our way we got a glimpse of the Mount Kilimanjaro and the Mount Meru.

Arusha was a busy place 

with markets and bustling 

stores- almost felt like one 

of the busy towns in the 

outskirts of Kolkata. Here 

we met with the safari 

Teams Mr. Abbu who 

discussed about our 3.75 days Safari details over cups of coffee. We then left with Ruben in the safari car 

heading towards the Tarangire National Park. Home to some 550 species of birds and plenty of 

spectacular Baobab trees, elephants, buffalos, hippos, wildebeest, impalas, zebras, giraffes and lions- we 

were spellbound. Plenty of yellow collared lovebirds and weaver birds surrounded us during our lunch break. 

We then checked into the Burunge tented lodge. The view of the sunset in the open lands just in front of 

the lodge was spectacular. Shyamal skipped the dinner and rested while I was escorted by a lodge person 

to the dinner area. Here I met lot of travelers from USA including a couple celebrating their 50th marriage 

anniversary. As I was escorted back to the lodge, I looked up the open sky and was awestruck by the 

beautiful “Blue Moon”. That night, while sleeping sometimes we woke up to the sounds of hyenas and 

roaring lions.

On 31st August early 

morning we drove to 

Mtowambu for a nature 

walk around the Lake 

Manyara. Here we met 

some Masai kids. We gave 

them some candies, 

cookies and pens and headed towards Serengeti National Park. We had a brief stop- over for “Tanzanite 

experience”- where we saw how the expensive gem was mined and glanced at the jewelry in the 

showroom. On our way, we had packed lunch in the restaurant inside the “African Gallery”- a large 

decorated shopping complex owned by a third generation Indian- African. We then headed to the Olduvai 

Gorge- a UNESCO World heritage site- the Gorge- 30 miles long is part of the “Great Rift Valley” which 

stretches along East Africa. We experienced the Ngorongoro crater from above. With our binoculars we 

could spot a white Rhino along with elephants and Zebras. We reached the Serengeti National Park for 

evening Safari- where we saw many lions, Zebras, Giraffes, elephants and hyenas. Serengeti landscape is 

quite different, mostly flat, dry with scattered flat top acacia trees. Heritage luxury camp was our next 

overnight resting place.

On 1st September we went for an early morning Safari at the Serengeti, had packed breakfast near a lake, 

surrounded by beautiful creatures and plenty of weaver birds. Here we had the best Tanzanian coffee from a 

single cart vendor (did not expect to see one in the wilderness). We experienced many lions up close. 
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In the evening we reached Karatu a town close to Arusha stayed at the luxurious Farm of Dreams. Here 

we were greeted with live Marimba and dance. There were some shows going on in the restaurant area and 

we could hear the African drum beats from our room. While having dinner at night we met another couple 

from Papillion NE and we shared our travel experiences! 

On 2nd of September early morning, we drove towards the Ngorongoro crater. This day was the crown of 

our African safari. The steep and bumpy drive began high up in the super misty forest. The road was barely 

visible due to low forest clouds. Our driver was confident though. Suddenly we came to a screeching halt as 

bunch of water buffalos appeared just in front of our car. They were crossing the road going downhill 

towards the crater. After driving through narrow curvy road surrounded by thick forest, we finally reached the 

crater. One of the only 3 UNESCO World heritage sites in Tanzania (the others are Serengeti and Seleous 

game reserve), it is often called the eighth wonder of the world. It is actually a collapsed volcano or 

caldera. The original volcano, much higher than Mount Kilimanjaro, collapsed on itself about 2 million years 

ago and over time formed a perfect basin, more than 12 miles in diameter, about 2000 feet below the rim. It 

has the highest concentration of 
wildlife anywhere in the world. We 

saw an astonishing variety of 

landscape- forest, crater, valley, 

river, lakes and plains. The blue 

hued, alkaline lake was dominated 

by flamingoes. We saw large herds

of Thompson’s and Grant’s gazelles, zebras, impalas, giraffes and thousands of wildebeests all moving in a 

certain line crossing rapidly from one side of the crater to the other. It appeared that the Zebras were 

escorting the movement trying to keep them in line (animals also need traffic police!). We saw one pride of 

lions lying on their backs with paws in the air (talk about a Royal pose!). We also saw large flocks of 

beautiful crowned cranes and Rufous tailed weavers. Seeing so many beautiful creatures in one place was 

an out of the world experience for us. It felt like they had their own protected place on the earth. Spending 

the whole day in the crater was a wise choice. 

On our way back we visited a Masai Village and experienced their way of life. Ruben then dropped us at 

Planet Lodge near the Kilimanjaro airport. Having Ruben as our driver was a privilege. Throughout the safari 

days in Tanzania, he would take much interest in spotting creatures and taking us up close so we could 

have a great experience. He shared the sightings with other safari drivers and also stopped and helped 

several stranded safari cars including sharing his spare tires! A wonderful and simple person in and out. 

On 3rd September we took a short flight from JRO to Nairobi Kenya. Our Safari driver Sisto, from “Natural 

World Kenya Safari” was waiting outside the airport. Our first stop along the way was to view the dramatic 

rises of the Great Rift Valley (we observed a part of it in Tanzania). Then we headed towards lake Nakuru. 

We saw a pink hue in the lake from a distance. While approaching the lake we found these were all 

flamingoes- thousands of them painting the lake pink! Overnight we stayed at the grand “Lake Nakuru 

Sopa Lodge”. The view of the lake from the lodge, sunset, sunrise- all were very beautiful.

On September 4th we did a pre breakfast game and bird watching drive around the lake. We saw plenty of 

Flamingoes, flocks of Pelicans, Cormorants, Kingfishers, Heron and Eagles. In addition, we saw Rhinos, 

Impalas, Water bucks and Giraffes.
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With our packed lunches we 

then headed towards Masai 

Mara National Park- the 

richest ecosystem with over 

95 mammal species. We saw 

plenty of big Cats, Elephants, 

Giraffes, Rhinos and Buffalos. 

We reached the Royal Mara Lodge in the evening. We did a short evening Safari drive where we came 

closest to a pride of lions. We experienced the Mara River, full of Hippos just adjacent to the lodge. Their 

loud noise – an essence of wilderness, sometimes waking us up at night.

On 5th September, we headed towards the Mara Triangle- expecting to see the Great Migration- but with 

wildlife, there is no guarantee and especially due to climate change sometimes it is unpredictable. The 

Wildebeests and Zebras had already migrated to the Mara Triangle. The Mara triangle entrance signage 

mentioned “Entering Narok County”. We had fun thinking that we were entering “Narok (Hell in Bengali!). 

We were awe struck seeing millions of Wildebeest along with Zebras, few Gazelles, and plenty of lions, 

hyenas and vultures feeding mostly on water buffalos, their heads and skin and bones scattered all over. It 

was a dramatic experience of the cycle of life in the wilderness. We had packed breakfast under one lonely 

acacia tree and headed to the air strip near the mara triangle to get our final safari flight to the Wilson airport 

near Nairobi. There is no baggage, security checks in these flights and one can sit anywhere!  We checked 

in at the four points Sheraton for rest and later that night took our flight back home.

In our journey, we met with many wonderful people-Safari drivers, lodge personnels, Masai people and 

vacationers like us. Visiting this part of the world made us more mindful about other people and their culture, 

more thoughtful about earth’s beautiful creatures, more observant about the nature and more conscientious 

about our own purpose on earth.

For a time period we were oblivious about our quandaries as we broadened our horizons and came back 

with memories that will last forever. 

Kenya-Tanzania border at Masai-Mara Photos: Author
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